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Optional Intro

Worship Leader

Above all

VERSE

1st time Worship Leader
2nd time All

powers, above all kings, above all nature and all created things; Above all wisdom and all the ways of man._____
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You were here before the world began. Above all

 kingdoms, above all

 wonders the world has ever known; above all wealth and treasures of the earth.

 there's no way to measure what You're worth.

 You were here, before the world began. All

 above all

 above all

 above all

 above all

 above all
CHORUS

All

Cru-ci-fied, laid be-hind the stone;
You lived to die, re-jec-ted and a-lone;
Like a rose, tram-pled on the ground,
You took the fall, and thought of me,

last time to Coda  

A - bove all.
1. "All above all all. You were"

2. "All. Like a rose, trampled on the ground."

Coda

3. "All. You took the fall, and thought of me, above all."

End